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Abstract

Consumer-welfare, as explicated by the conventional economic models of consumer-choice,

increases whenever more alternatives are added to consumers’ choice set. However, whether

consumer-welfare is enhanced or reduced with more choice alternatives is an empirical ques-

tion that must take into account not only the expanded choice set but also the incomplete in-

formation under which consumer choice occurs. To answer the question properly, this paper

evaluates consumer welfare effects by developing a novel empirical framework of discrete-

choice based on the Rational Inattention (RI) theory by Matĕjka and McKay (2015); Fosgerau

et al. (2019). The resulting consumer-welfare-evaluation framework is general in that it allows

consumer-welfare to either improve or reduce by adding alternatives to the choice set. This em-

pirical framework is applied to a case of new-product introduction, namely, Tide Pods’ entry

into the market in 2012, to assess its effects on consumer-welfare. The empirical study finds that

the average net welfare gain from Tide Pods’ entry is negative because the pricing is too high

relative to the benefit they provide to consumers. A counterfactual pricing experiment suggests

that 7%-8% price cut of Tide Pods will make consumers just as well-off as prior to Tide Pods’

entry.
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1 Introduction

A typical Costco store carries around 4,000 SKUs, far less than a typical Walmart supercenter,

which carries around 120,000 SKUs. Costco is known for its effort on better product curations of

more preferred goods in a product category with low prices, leading to higher customer satisfac-

tion, which is closely related to consumer-welfare.1 The above example leads to the question: Are

more alternatives always better for consumers? The answer to this empirical question should de-

pend on whether the corresponding changes in the set of alternatives actually benefit consumers.

Recent evidence from field experiments in the context of grocery shopping and financial product

choice, including Iyengar and Lepper (2000); Iyengar et al. (2004); Bertrand et al. (2010), suggest the

possibilities of more choice alternatives may harm consumers by inducing them to step away from

choice. However, consumers must be better off whenever more alternatives are added to the choice

set in the Walrasian demand framework and discrete-choice random utility maximization (RUM

henceforth) framework developed by McFadden (1974, 1978, 1981); McFadden and Richter (1991);

Small and Rosen (1981). Thus, a gap exists between what is empirically known or conjectured and

what can be evaluated using existing empirical demand frameworks.

This paper evaluates the consumer-welfare gains of Tide Pods laundry detergents’ introduc-

tion to the market in 2012. To allow the flexibility of consumer-welfare either being improved or

reduced by the introduction of a new-product, I develop an empirical framework of consumer-

choice and consumer-welfare-evaluation based on Matĕjka and McKay (2015); Fosgerau et al.

(2019)’s rational inattention (RI henceforth) theory on discrete-choices. It turns out that the av-

erage consumer-welfare gains associated with Tide Pods’ entry is negative. The counterfactual

simulation on the pricing of Tide Pods suggests their prices were higher than the value consumers

placed on them. Cutting the prices of Tide Pods by 7%-8% would make consumers just as well-off

as prior to Tide Pods’ introduction.

The flexibility of consumer-welfare gains being either positive or negative by adding more al-

ternatives to consumers’ choice set stems from the possibility that consumers may be inattentive to

potentially superior alternatives in their choice set. Adding more “bad” alternatives to their choice

set may increase the chance that those bad alternatives are chosen simply because consumers are

inattentive to better alternatives in their choice set. This possibility is pertinent in almost every

choice context where acquiring costly information about choice alternatives is necessary, no mat-

ter how small the amount of time and effort invested. Brand choice in a grocery shopping context

is a good example. At each shopping instance, consumers need to spend time and effort distin-

guishing between and learning about the consumption utilities of each alternative on a shelf by,

for example, reading price tags or product labels.

1OCED Glossary of Statistical Terms defines consumer-welfare as “the individual benefits derived from the con-
sumption of goods and services. In theory, individual welfare is defined by an individual’s own assessment of his/her
satisfaction, given prices and income. Exact measurement of consumer-welfare therefore requires information about
individual preferences.” https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=3177
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Brand choice in grocery shopping can be modeled using Matĕjka and McKay (2015)’s RI-based

discrete-choice framework in the following way. For each consumer’s choice instance, an exoge-

nously given finite choice set exists, from which the consumer intends to choose one alternative

that will yield the highest consumption utility. The consumer may gather some “free” information,

such as promotions or own purchase history, to form the prior belief distribution over the con-

sumption utilities. Acquiring information about the true alternative-specific consumption utility

is costly, where the information-gathering cost is proportional to the expected Shannon entropy

reduction between the prior and posterior belief distribution over alternative-specific consump-

tion utilities. The information is assumed to become more and more expensive as it becomes

more precise. Thus, it is never optimal for a consumer to fully resolve the uncertainty over the

alternative-specific utilities, implying imperfect information acquisition. After the costly informa-

tion acquisition, the consumer updates the prior belief in a Bayesian fashion, yielding the posterior

belief over consumption utilities. The choice based on the posterior belief is not deterministic be-

cause of the imperfect information acquisition. The choice probability after the costly information

acquisition turns out to have an extended-logit form, and Fosgerau et al. (2019) extends Matĕjka

and McKay’s results to rationalize any discrete-choice probability as stemming from the RI model,

by employing a generalized-entropy information-cost function.

In addition to the nonmonotonicity of consumer-welfare with respect to the number of alterna-

tives, the RI-based empirical framework of discrete-choice proposed in this paper has two promi-

nent features in rationalizing discrete-choices compared to the workhorse discrete-choice RUM

framework. First, the RI-based empirical framework of discrete-choice inherently incorporates

consumers’ consideration process prior to the choice stage. The RI-based empirical framework of

discrete-choice developed in this paper is similar to the consideration-set models (e.g., Allenby and

Ginter 1995; Mehta et al. 2003) or the price-consideration models (Ching et al. 2009, 2014, Forth-

coming) in that it formulates the choice problem as a two-stage process – consideration and choice.

I follow the approaches and findings of Allenby and Ginter (1995); Mehta et al. (2003); Ching et al.

(2009, 2014, Forthcoming); Terui et al. (2011); Murthi and Rao (2012) that informational choice-

probability shifters such as promotions or purchase history should be excluded from alternative-

specific consumption utility, whereas they should be included during consumers’ consideration

process. Separately incorporating such informational choice-probability shifters and consumption

utilities in the choice probabilities is particularly pertinent in the context of consumer-welfare-

evaluation because promotions or purchase history is not what is consumed; meanwhile, they

still shift the choice probabilities. Second, the RI-based derivation of the discrete-choice proba-

bilities provides a new interpretation of what corresponds to the dispersion parameter in RUM-

based derivation: the unit information cost. I parameterize the unit information cost as a func-

tion of shopping environments and observed demographics and estimate the coefficients. The

coefficient estimates turn out to be broadly consistent with the search-cost story.2 Because the

2By contrast, in the discrete-choice RUM framework, the dispersion parameter is usually normalized as 1 because
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RI-based discrete-choice model can incorporate these two features in the resulting choice probabil-

ities, I compare in-sample and out-of-sample model fits to the workhorse RUM. I find the RI-based

discrete-choice model fits the data substantially better than the RUM-based model, thus providing

one metric of validation.

The empirical finding of the present paper that the average consumer-welfare gains from the in-

troduction of Tide Pods were actually negative sheds new light on the implications of new-product

introduction: it may not be always beneficial for consumers. More broadly, the flexible consumer-

welfare-evaluation framework developed in the present paper would have direct managerial im-

plications regarding customer satisfaction, especially when consumers’ information acquisition

about choice alternatives is costly, and thus curation of choice alternatives becomes a key man-

agerial problem. Costco’s product-curation strategy mentioned above may well be understood

as deriving from the perspective that simply adding more alternatives will not lead to customer

satisfaction. Another example would be e-commerce contexts where the cost of shelf space is not

a concern of a manager. A manager may be tempted to add as many choice alternatives as pos-

sible because doing so would benefit both the consumers and the sellers under the conventional

consumer-welfare-evaluation frameworks, which is not true when consumers’ information acqui-

sition is costly. Further, the RI-based consumer-welfare-evaluation framework developed in the

present paper may be used to provide a rationale for what desirable curation of choice alternatives

and/or what desirable category pricing scheme would lead to customer satisfaction.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the major features

of the empirical framework developed in the paper and connects them to the related literature.

Section 3 formally develops the RI-based empirical framework of discrete-choice and consumer-

welfare-evaluation. Section 4 applies the empirical framework to the Tide Pods’ introduction to

evaluate the associated consumer-welfare gains, and section 5 concludes.

2 Overview of the Framework and the Relation to Extant Literature

This section illustrates the choice contexts and welfare calculations considered throughout the

present paper by simple examples, summarizes the main contributions, and connects them to the

extant literature.

2.1 Rationalizing the Observed Brand Choices Using the RI Framework

The RI choice model that I appeal to in this paper, which is underpinned by the consumer’s opti-

mization over costly information acquisition, is based on recent theoretical works by Matĕjka and

McKay (2015); Fosgerau et al. (2019). Matĕjka and McKay used Shannon (1948) entropy as the

information-cost function to rationalize an extended logit form of discrete-choice probability, and

interpreting that consumers with some demographics make more idiosyncratic choices than others is difficult.
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Fosgerau et al. extended Matĕjka and McKay’s result to any functional form of discrete-choice

probability by employing a generalized entropy cost function. The RI-based empirical framework

of discrete-choice developed in this paper can be widely applied to the choice contexts where

at least some information acquisition, of which the specific information-acquisition process is un-

observable to a researcher, has to be involved in order to distinguish different alternatives. The

following example illustrates one such choice context that is considered throughout the present

paper.

Example 2.1. A consumer wants to buy one laundry-detergent item. She is familiar with some

laundry-detergent items on the shelf, because s/he bought them in the past. When s/he walks

into the laundry-detergent aisle, s/he immediately perceives how many different items are on the

shelf and what items are under promotion, such as in-store displays or feature advertisements.

Previous purchases and promotions form the prior belief over the consumption utilities of each

alternative, but alternatives are otherwise indistinguishable at this point.

To distinguish each alternative and learn about the consumption utility, the consumer has

to read labels and/or price tags. This information-acquisition process is costly because it takes

time and effort. Although the specific information-acquisition process is not observable to the re-

searcher, spending an infinite amount of time and effort to gather every bit of information on all

alternatives on the shelf is never optimal.

After the costly information-acquisition process, the consumer updates the prior beliefs using

the newly acquired information about alternative-specific consumption utilities to form the pos-

terior beliefs. Based on the posterior beliefs on consumption utilities, the consumer chooses one

alternative that s/he believes will yield the highest consumption utility among the available alter-

natives, including the outside option. The choice does not deterministically designate the alter-

native with the highest utility, because uncertainty about alternative-specific consumption utility

was not fully resolved, due to incomplete information acquisition.

The choice context described in the above example has two important features that make our

RI-based discrete-choice model more applicable to such contexts than the workhorse discrete-

choice RUM model: (i) The source of stochasticity in consumer choice is attributed to incomplete

information acquisition over alternative-specific consumption utility, and (ii) the (posterior) choice

probability shifters have two separate sources – alternative-specific consumption utility and infor-

mational choice-probability shifters such as promotions or own purchase history.

(i). The marketing literature has documented and investigated the importance of costly infor-

mation acquisition and consumer learning about prices or other product attributes in the brand-

choice context, incomplete learning of which can make the choices stochastic (e.g., Anderson and

Simester (1998); Monroe and Lee (1999); Ching et al. (2009, 2014, Forthcoming)). In particular,

Ching et al. (2009, 2014) specifically claim the limited attention of consumers as the source of

stochastic category choice decision in their price-consideration model. The RI framework is based
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on the same intuition: consumers have to acquire information about alternative-specific consump-

tion utilities, which is costly. In the RI framework, consumer choices are stochastic because con-

sumers are highly unlikely to make choices after acquiring all the information about every alter-

native in their choice set. By contrast, the RUM framework assumes consumers have complete

knowledge about alternative-specific consumption utilities including the “idiosyncratic shock”

component that is not observable to a researcher. Choices in the RUM framework are stochas-

tic to a researcher due to this unobserved idiosyncratic shock component. Two other important

strands of literature in economics and marketing, which emphasize the role of information friction

and cost of information acquisition, are consumer search literature (e.g., Stigler 1961; Diamond

1971; Reinganum 1979; Weitzman 1979; Burdett and Judd 1983; Carlson and McAfee 1983; Stahl II

1989; Chade and Smith 2006) and consideration-set literature (e.g., Mehta et al. 2003; Honka 2014;

Palazzolo and Feinberg 2015; Honka and Chintagunta 2017; Honka et al. Forthcoming).

(ii). The RI framework can separately incorporate the informational choice-probability shifters

such as promotions or purchase history in the choice probability, which are not a component of

alternative-specific consumption utility. Several extant papers have addressed this issue in the

marketing literature from different perspectives. Anderson and Simester (1998) provide the in-

sight that promotional activities may draw consumers’ attention to the category, emphasizing the

informational role of the promotions. Anderson and Simester (2001) find that sale signs are less

effective when more items on the shelves have sale signs. This finding is consistent with the RI

theory in that promotions play an informational role by making the promoted items salient, and

thus easily distinguished from non-promoted items. Allenby and Ginter (1995); Terui et al. (2011);

Murthi and Rao (2012) examine the role of advertisements, in-store displays, and features to find

they play an important role in the consideration-set formation stage, but they do not directly af-

fect the consumption utilities. Anderson and Simester (2013) find the effect of learning from con-

sumers’ own previous purchase on the advertising spillover effects to competitors. In a similar

spirit, Ching et al. (2009, 2014, Forthcoming) use promotional activities as the exclusion restric-

tion for the category consideration stage in their price-consideration model. The motivation is that

those promotional activities may only affect the consumers’ information, not the utility from con-

sumption. The present paper closely follows the literature discussed above, to consider the in-store

display/feature variables and own purchase history variables as informational choice-probability

shifters, or equivalently, probabilistic consideration shifters. They are used as exclusion restrictions

from the alternative-specific consumption utility.

Note that the prior belief over each choice alternative is initialized at each choice incidence in

Example 2.1. In other words, it is de facto assuming that learning over specific items’ shelf-space

locations or consumers’ own reference price point on each alternative does not occur. We assume

this feature, which follows the tradition in the marketing literature on brand choice dating back to

at least Gudagni and Little (1983), mainly for the tractability of the framework because it allows our

decision problem to be a static problem as opposed to a dynamic optimization problem. However,
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the experience of previous purchase may still affect the prior belief over consumption utilities in

the empirical model developed in the following sections, which may reflect the presence of choice

inertia.

2.2 Non-monotonicity of consumer-welfare in the Number of Choice Alternatives in

the RI Framework

The discrete-choice RUM-based consumer-welfare-evaluation has been a standard consumer-welfare-

evaluation apparatus since McFadden (1981); Small and Rosen (1981), and has been applied to var-

ious contexts including new-product introduction, excluding alternatives in the choice set, mea-

suring the impact of brands in consumer-welfare, and so on (see, e.g., Petrin, 2002; Hortaçsu and

Syverson, 2004; Goldfarb et al., 2009 among numerous others). The extant consumer-welfare-

evaluation framework based on RUM exhibits the monotonicity in the number of alternatives.

That is, ceteris paribus, adding one more alternative to consumers’ choice set always increases the

expected utility of choice, no matter how “bad” the added choice alternative is. However, the

possibility that more choice alternatives may harm consumers is well known. Iyengar and Lep-

per (2000); Iyengar et al. (2004); Bertrand et al. (2010) document that more choice alternatives lead

to less choice in the context of grocery shopping and financial-product choice. Diehl and Poynor

(2010) report that a larger assortment may raise consumers’ expectations, which leads consumers

to be disappointed more by the choice they end up making. This paper develops a general empir-

ical framework to provide a systematic method to evaluate whether adding a choice alternative

harms or benefits consumers.

Let us consider a toy example that includes two alternatives {1, 2} with the deterministic part

of the alternative-specific utility u1 = u2 = 0. Assume, for simplicity, the additive i.i.d. double-

exponential “idiosyncratic” utility shock so that the resulting choice probability of each alterna-

tive is
exp(0)

exp(0)+exp(0)
= 0.5, and the consumer-welfare evaluated under RUM assumptions is 0.693.3

When a third, “good” alternative is added to the choice set where u3 = 1, the consumer-welfare in-

creases to 1.551. Now, when a third, “bad” alternative is added to the choice set where u3 = −1, the

consumer-welfare still increases to 0.862. It indeed has to increase as long as u3 > −∞. This mono-

tonicity property in the RUM framework occurs as choosing alternative 3 with u3 = −1 is because

the consumer somehow liked it better than the other two alternatives. This property may well

be justified under the strong assumption that the consumers have a complete knowledge over ev-

ery alternative-specific utility in her/his choice set, and that the stochasticity of the discrete-choice

model is attributed to the “idiosyncratic” utility component that is not observable to the researcher.

The RUM Welfare column of Table 1 summarizes our discussion in this paragraph thus far.

If, on the contrary, consumers have incomplete knowledge over the alternative-specific util-

ity, the monotonicity of the consumer-welfare formula can be problematic; consumers may have

3The usual log-sum formula ln (exp (0) + exp (0)) yields this number.
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chosen a bad alternative simply because they did not know a better alternative existed in their

choice set. To illustrate, suppose the alternative-specific utility u1 = u2 = 0 contains no “idiosyn-

cratic utility shock.” Consumers, however, need to learn about the alternative specific utility of

each alternative, which is costly. If the information acquisition over alternative specific utility is

incomplete, the choices are still stochastic; that is, the best alternative is not always chosen, due

to incomplete information. Matĕjka and McKay (2015); Fosgerau et al. (2019) show that under the

assumption of optimal information acquisition with a suitably chosen information-cost function,

the choice probability of each alternative can still take the simple logit form:
exp(0)

exp(0)+exp(0)
= 0.5.4

Matĕjka and McKay (2015) document the possibility of an “irregularity” in the discrete-choice

RI model whereby adding an additional alternative to the choice set may increase the probabil-

ity of existing alternatives being chosen, which cannot happen in the discrete-choice RUM model.

The goal of the present paper is to go one step further: if the source of the stochasticity in discrete-

choices is incomplete knowledge of the consumers over the alternative-specific utilities, the mono-

tonicity in consumer-welfare in the number of alternatives breaks down. Adding a “bad” alterna-

tive may even lower consumer-welfare, which is the expected utility from the choice problem. An

intuitive reasoning behind this nonmonotonicity can be found in the consumers’ objective function

of choice, which is defined by “the (gross) benefit of choice net of the cost of information.” Adding

a bad alternative reduces the (gross) benefit of choice, and the cost of information can either in-

crease or decrease depending on the information structure. Although how the exact calculation

can be carried out is relegated to section 3 after the choice problem and the consumer-welfare for-

mula are formally introduced, the RI Welfare column of Table 1 illustrates what happens when

u3 = 1 and u3 = −1 are added to the choice set, respectively.5 Notably, when a bad alternative is

added to the choice set, the RI-based consumer welfare decreases to –0.237 from 0.

4This calculation is under the assumptions that consumers have no prior information over the alternatives and the
Shannon entropy information-cost function is employed. We relax these assumptions in the subsequent sections.

5The calculation is as follows. For the Adding Good case, RI Welfare is

WRI (0, 0, 1) = 0.212 × 0 + 0.212 × 0 + 0.576 × 1

− 1 × {0.212 × (ln (0.212)− ln (0.333)) +

0.212 × (ln (0.212)− ln (0.333)) +

0.576 × (ln (0.576)− ln (0.333))} .

Calculation for the Adding Bad case is similar.
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Table 1: A Toy Example: Comparison of Welfare Calculation in RI and RUM

Case Alternative uj Choice Prob. RI Welfare RUM Welfare

Baseline
1 0 0.5

0 0.693
2 0 0.5

Adding Good

1 0 0.212

0.453 1.5512 0 0.212

3 1 0.576

Adding Bad

1 0 0.422

–0.237 0.8622 0 0.422

3 –1 0.155

Note. The table illustrates the welfare changes associated with adding a “bad” and “good” alternative,
respectively, to the choice set. The RI welfare is calculated using equation (3.9) in Section 3, and the RUM
welfare is calculated using the usual log-sum formula.

2.3 Relations to Other Streams of the Literature in Marketing and Economics

The RI-based empirical framework of discrete-choice developed in the present paper reconciles the

early literature of stochastic brand choice with the RI/RUM discrete-choice framework via Dirich-

let distribution and generalized entropy information-cost function, allowing for the effect of prices

and other marketing-mix variables in the choice of an alternative. Herniter (1973); Bass (1974) ra-

tionalizes the observed market shares by the maximum entropy principle, and Bass et al. (1976)

shows the distribution of choice probabilities in Herniter; Bass’s framework can be modeled as a

Dirichlet distribution, which is extensively used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the present paper.

Herniter; Bass; Bass et al., however, attribute probabilistic choices solely to inherent stochastic-

ity in consumer preferences, not allowing the effect of prices or other marketing-mix variables.

Also closely related to deriving the discrete-choice probabilities from information cost are Shugan

(1980); de Palma et al. (1994). Shugan; de Palma et al. formulate the limited information-processing

ability of the decision maker, and then derive probabilistic choice rules from minimizing the cost of

comparing alternatives (Shugan, 1980), or errors stemming from imperfect information processing

(de Palma et al., 1994).

3 The Empirical Framework of discrete-choice Based on Rational Inat-

tention

In this section, I develop an empirical framework on the choice of an alternative based on RI, where

a consumer intends to choose one alternative that would maximize the alternative-specific utility.

Then, I state and prove the necessary theorem that allows us to estimate the discrete-choice RI

models as if estimating usual discrete-choice RUM models. Finally, I derive the associated social-

welfare function based on RI and compare it with the social-welfare function derived from the
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RUM framework.

Overview of the Choice Problem, Terminology, and Notation As an overview, I summarize the

procedure on the choice of an alternative below.

• (Choice Stage 0 – Prior Formation) The consumer forms a prior belief over alternative-specific

utilities based on

– The number of alternatives presented,

– Past purchases s/he made, and

– Current promotions in the store.

• (Choice Stage 1 – Optimization over Information Strategies) The consumer optimally chooses

the following, taking the information-cost function and prior belief formed in the previous

stage as given:

– The strategy of costly attention allocation, that is, what and how much information to

acquire, and

– The action strategy, that is, what to buy given a particular posterior belief over alternative-

specific utilities.

• (Choice Stage 2 – Choice of an Alternative) The consumer executes the information strategy,

updates the prior belief in the Bayesian fashion to yield the posterior belief, and chooses an

alternative according to the optimized outcome of the posterior belief.

The terms decision maker and consumer are used interchangeably hereafter. Ji = {0, 1, ..., Ji}

denotes the set of alternatives available to consumer i. Ji contains the outside option, which is

denoted by option 0. ui :=
{

ui,j

}

j∈Ji
is the vector of alternative-specific utility for consumer i.

The choice structure of the consumer is as follows. The consumer, who remembers which items

and products s/he purchased in the past, walks into the store. S/he immediately perceives the

choice set Ji and the promotion status without incurring cost. Let Di :=
{

di,j

}

j∈Ji
denote the

observed informational shifters of the prior belief on the alternative-specific consumption utility

ui. di,j includes the dummies of the previous purchase history and current promotion status. This

information, acquired without cost, results in a prior belief over ui, which I denote Qi (ui) :=

Q (ui|Ji, Di).
6 Then, the consumer optimizes over the information strategy as described above,

and engages in the costly information acquisition to learn about the consumption utilities. The

optimization procedure yields the conditional choice probability denoted by Pri (i Chooses j|ui)

as the solution.

6Analogously, I denote Pri (i Chooses j|ui) = Pr (i Chooses j|ui;Ji, Di) with a slight abuse of notation.
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Finally, let us define the unconditional choice probability πi,j by the expected conditional choice

probability,

πi,j := EQi
[Pri (i Chooses j|ui)]

=
∫

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) Qi (dui) ,

which does not condition on the true consumption utility ui. Heuristically, πi,j may have an inter-

pretation of the probability of consumer i choosing j if the costly information acquisition about the

true consumption utility ui does not occur. Table 2 summarizes the notations used throughout the

paper.

Matĕjka and McKay (2015) show that the problem of optimization over information strategies

described above, which is a high-dimensional problem, can be equivalently formulated as directly

choosing the set of conditional choice probabilities when Shannon entropy information-cost func-

tion is employed. This equivalent formulation reduces the dimensionality of (Choice Stage 1) and

(Choice Stage 2) problem drastically, which is how Fosgerau et al. (2019) formulate the RI-choice

problem using the generalized entropy cost function. In what follows, I follow Fosgerau et al.

in formulating the consumers’ choice problem that consumers directly optimize over the set of

conditional choice probabilities {Pri (i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji
.

3.1 Choice of an Alternative with Costly Information Acquisition

In this subsection, I formally develop a model on the choice of an alternative and prove the ex-

istence theorem of the prior belief distribution based on the setup of Matĕjka and McKay (2015);

Fosgerau et al. (2019). In the following, I describe the choice step backwards from the Stage 2.

Choice Stage 2: Choice of an Alternative During the second stage, the consumer chooses one

alternative out of Ji, according to the conditional choice probability Pri (i Chooses j|ui) after costly

information acquisition.

Choice Stage 1: Optimization over Conditional Choice Probability Acquiring information on

the true choice-specific consumption utility ui,j that each alternative j provides is costly. The RI

framework does not specify consumers’ specific process of information acquisition such as mode

of search, abstracting from what and how much information consumers acquire. The main be-

havioral restriction it imposes is that the information-cost function is proportional to the expected

generalized entropy difference between the unconditional (before information acquisition) and the

conditional (after information acquisition) choice probabilities. The convexity of the information-

cost function makes the information more expensive when the conditional choice probability is

more “precise” in the sense that it accurately designates the alternative that yields the highest
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Table 2: Notations Used throughout the Paper

Notation Explanation

i Individual consumer/decision maker

j Alternative, j = 0 is outside option

Ji := {0, 1, ..., Ji} Set of alternatives available to consumer i

ui,j Alternative-specific consumption utility of consumer i consuming j

ui :=
{

ui,j

}

j∈Ji

Vector of consumer i’s alternative specific consumption utility
(

pj, xj

)

Observed shifters of ui,j, where pj is price and xj is product attributes

di,j Observed informational shifters of the prior belief on the alternative utility ui,j

Di :=
{

di,j

}

j∈Ji

Observed informational shifters of the prior belief on the alternative utility ui

Qi (ui) := Q (ui|Ji, Di) i’s subjective prior belief distribution over the consumption utilities ui

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) Conditional choice probability of i choosing j, conditioning on true ui

πi,j = EQi
[Pri (i Chooses j|ui)] Unconditional choice probability of i choosing j, not conditioning on true ui

ci (·, ·) i’s information cost function

µi Reciprocal of i’s unit information cost

wi Observed shifters of the unit information cost

WRUM (ui) RUM-based Social Welfare Function

WRI (ui) RI-based Social Welfare Function

H (ui) := ∇ (exp WRUM (ui))
′ Transpose of exponentiated gradient of WRUM (ui)

Hj (ui) j’th element of H (ui)

Note. This table summarizes the notations used throughout the paper and their explanations.

utility to the consumer.

The consumer maximizes the expected gain from choice net of information cost:

max
{Pri(i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji

EQi

[

∑
j∈Ji

ui,jPri (i Chooses j|ui)− Information cost

]

, (3.1)

where the conditional choice probabilities have to be nonnegative. Formally, the consumer’s opti-

mization problem is

max
{Pri(i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji

∫

ui

{

∑
j∈Ji

ui,jPri (i Chooses j|ui)

}

Qi (dui)− ci

(

πi, {Pri (i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji

)

,

(3.2)

with the constraints that ∑j∈Ji
Pri (i Chooses j|ui) = 1 and Pri (i Chooses j|ui) ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ Ji, ∀ui ∈

R|Ji |.

Let µi be the reciprocal of individual i’s unit information cost. Define a vector-valued function

H (ui) := (H1 (ui) , ..., HJi
(ui))

′, which is the exponentiated gradient of McFadden’s social surplus
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function WRUM (ui) in the RUM context.7 The information-cost function ci (·, ·) in (3.2) has the

following form:

ci

(

πi, {Pri (i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji

)

=µ−1
i

∫

ui

∑
j∈Ji

Pri (i Chooses j|ui)
{

ln H−1
j

(

{Pri (i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji

)

− ln H−1
j (πi)

}

Qi (dui) .

The information-cost function is proportional to the expected difference in the generalized en-

tropy of unconditional and conditional choice probabilities, which is defined in Appendix A. The

shape of the solution to the optimization problem (3.2) will be inherited from the shape of the

generalized entropy cost function. Note that if H (ui) is the identity function, the information-cost

function reduces to the expected difference in Shannon entropy. The information-cost function is

convex in {Pri (i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji
,8 which makes the information associated with more “precise”

conditional choice probability more expensive.

Solution of the Problem Problem (3.2) can yield any fully supported additive RUM choice prob-

ability as its solution by employing the appropriate generalized entropy information-cost function

introduced by Chiong et al. (2016); Fosgerau et al. (2019). The solution for the problem (3.2) yields

the conditional choice probability after costly information acquisition as

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) =
Hj

(

exp
(

ln
(

H−1 (πi)
)

+ µiui

))

∑k∈J Hk (exp (ln (H−1 (πi)) + µiui))
a.s. (3.3)

(3.3) will be taken as the building block for the likelihood of alternative-choice.

Existence Theorem of the Prior Belief Distribution For
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
such that πi,j > 0, the first-

order conditions of (3.2) lead to the condition that the prior belief distribution Qi (·) must satisfy

the following fixed-point equation:

πi,j =
∫

ui

Hj

(

exp
(

ln
(

H−1 (πi)
)

+ µiui

))

∑k∈J Hk (exp (ln (H−1 (πi)) + µiui))
dQi (ui) (3.4)

(Proposition 6 of Fosgerau et al., Corollary 2 of Matĕjka and McKay). For an estimate of the uncon-

ditional choice probabilities
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
to be justified as consistent with the RI theory, a prior belief

7

WRUM (ui) := E

[

max
j∈Ji

{

ui,j + ǫi,j

}

]

with ǫi,j being appropriately distributed additive idiosyncratic preference shocks. See Appendix A for the precise defi-
nition, and Online Appendix F for examples of H (·) functions.

8By Proposition 8 of Fosgerau et al. (2019).
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distribution Qi (·) over the utilities that yields
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
must exist. In the RI theory literature,

the prior belief distribution Qi (·) is fully specified, and then the unconditional choice probability
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
is solved so as to satisfy the set of fixed-point equations (3.4). The direction that should

be taken here for the empirical application is the converse, because the goal is to estimate the utility

and information parameters using the choice data. Figure 3.1 summarizes the discussion in this

subsection thus far.

Figure 3.1: Unconditional and Conditional Choice Probability, RI Restrictions, and Identification

Pr 𝑖	chooses	𝑗|𝒖- = 𝐻0 ln 𝑯45 𝝅- + 𝜇-𝒖-
∑ 𝐻: ln 𝑯45 𝝅- + 𝜇-𝒖-:

Conditional choice probability and identification

• Pr 𝑖	chooses	𝑗|𝒖- is identified from choice data

• Form of 𝐻0 ⋅ comes from information cost function

• 𝜋-,0: function of pure-informational choice probability shifter

• 𝑢-,0: function of product attributes

• 𝜇-: function of demographics

RI restriction on the prior belief distribution of 

utility 𝑄 𝒖- and unconditional choice probability 𝜋-,0

𝜋-,0	 = @Pr 𝑖	chooses	𝑗|𝒖- 𝑄 𝑑𝒖-

Matejka and MacKay (2015)

Fosgerau et al. (2019)

Current Paper

The expectation is taken over 𝒖-, taking 	𝐻0 ⋅ , 𝜋-,0, 𝜇-, 𝑄 ⋅
fixed, because the restriction is about prior to learning 𝒖-.

The following theorem justifies that any combination of
{

µi,
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji

}

backed out from choice

data can be rationalized as a rationally inattentive decision maker’s choice. It asserts that for any

given µi > 0 and positive unconditional choice probabilities
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
, a prior belief distribution

Qi (·) exists that yields
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
.9 Therefore, the unconditional choice probabilities backed out

directly from the choice data can be justified as resulting from a rationally inattentive decision

maker’s choice.

Theorem 3.1. (Existence of Prior Belief Distribution) Fix i. Let Ji (∈ N) ≥ 2 and let Ji = {0, 1, ..., Ji}.

For each j ∈ Ji, let πi,j > 0 such that ∑k∈J πi,k = 1 be given. Let µi > 0 also be given. Then, a probability

measure Qi exists over R
Ji such that for each j (∈ Ji) 6= 0, the following (i) and (ii) hold:

9A restriction here is that every alternative must have a positive unconditional choice probability, namely, πi,j > 0,
which is not the restriction necessarily imposed by the theory literature of RI. For example, Caplin et al. (Forthcom-
ing) allows for the zero unconditional choice probability and interprets the alternatives with zero unconditional choice
probability as not included in the decision maker’s consideration set. By contrast, I restrict the unconditional choice
probability of all possible alternatives to be positive, because (i) zero unconditional choice probability cannot be distin-
guished from infinitesimal unconditional choice probability with only a finite number of choice samples in hand, and
(ii) in the aggregate demand-estimation context, market-share-equation inversion does not apply when an alternative
has zero choice probability, leading to identification failure. I interpret higher πi,j as a higher probability of alternative
j being considered in the alternative-choice stage.
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(i) For each j (∈ Ji) 6= 0,

πi,j =
∫ Hj

(

exp
(

ln
(

H−1 (πi)
)

+ µiui

))

∑k∈J Hk (exp (ln (H−1 (πi)) + µiui))
Qi (dui) . (3.5)

(ii) For each j ∈ Ji, Qi

({

ui ∈ R
Ji : ui,j > ui,k ∀k 6= j

})

> 0.

Proof. See Appendix B.

3.2 Parametrization of the Choice Probabilities for Empirical Application

Theorem 3.1 shows that the existence of the prior belief distribution consistent with any uncondi-

tional choice probabilities identified from the data. It implies that any discrete-choice probability

can be rationalized as resulting from the choice of a rationally inattentive decision maker. In this

subsection, I provide further possibilities of parameterizations on the conditional choice probabil-

ity expression (3.3) that would facilitate the interpretations of the discrete-choice probabilities as

resulting from the RI-choice problem.

Let us consider (3.3), which we take as the key building block for the likelihood:

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) =
Hj

(

exp
(

ln
(

H−1 (πi)
)

+ µiui

))

∑k∈J Hk (exp (ln (H−1 (πi)) + µiui))
. (3.6)

Without the term ln
(

H−1 (πi)
)

, the choice probability lines up exactly with that of RUM with an

error-term distribution corresponding to the function H (·). In other words, the choice-probability

expression above is equivalent to the RUM choice probability with the utility vector shifted by

ln
(

H−1 (πi)
)

, which is not directly related to the consumption utility vector ui. Furthermore, the

positive partial derivatives of H and H−1 with respect to its arguments motivate us to define a

mapping:

π̃i := ln
(

H−1 (πi)
)

.

10 (3.6) simplifies to

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) =
Hj (π̃i ◦ exp (µiui))

∑k∈J Hk (π̃i ◦ exp (µiui))
, (3.7)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product.

One remarkable feature of (3.7) is that
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
or
{

π̃i,j

}

j∈Ji
can shift the choice probabilities

without affecting the consumption utility
{

ui,j

}

j∈Ji
. By contrast, all the choice-probability shifters

must be contained in the “utility” term ui,j in the RUM framework, which is unrealistic because

choice-probability shifters such as advertisement or promotions only tweak consumers’ informa-

10H and H−1 are homogeneous of degree 1 (Proposition 8 of Fosgerau et al.); therefore, one can rescale π̃i so that π̃i

sums up to 1. Nonnegative partial derivatives of H follows from the convexity of McFadden’s social-surplus function

defined in the RUM context, which guarantees the monotonicity of Hj (·) and H−1
j (·).
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tion. Formulating π̃i as a function of consideration shifters would be reasonable considering the

structure of consumers’ optimization problem described in the beginning of the current section.

Furthermore, the expression π̃i in (3.7) allows for a wide range of flexibility in the choice of the

functional form. The simplest parametrization of π̃i,j would be π̃i,j ∝ exp
(

d′
i,jγ
)

, where di,j is

a vector that shifts the probability of an alternative j considered in the alternative-choice stage.

Such a parametrization is well microfounded, in the meantime allowing the estimation problem

to be substantially simpler than that of the extant consideration-set literature that has to include

all the possible permutations of the consideration sets in the model likelihood. The parametriza-

tion allows for applied researchers to estimate the RI models exactly as if estimating various RUM

models with additional utility shifters di,j.
11

Example: Simple Logit A prominent example of the parametrization would be the simple multi-

nomial logit. Suppose the information-cost function employed is the Shannon entropy; there-

fore, H is an identity function with π̃i,j = πi,j. Let wi be shifters of unit information cost, let pj

be price, and let xj be observed product characteristics. Let us parametrize πi,j ∝ exp
(

d′
i,jγ
)

,

µi = exp (w′
iθ), and ui,j := α − pjβ1 + x′jβ2 with the normalization ui,0 = 0. Then, (3.7) reduces to

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) =
exp

(

d′
i,jγ + µiui,j

)

1 + ∑j′∈Ji
exp

(

d′
i,j′γ + µiui,j′

)

=
exp

(

d′
i,jγ + µi

(

α − pjβ1 + x′jβ2

))

1 + ∑j′∈Ji
exp

(

d′
i,j′γ + µi

(

α − pj′ β1 + x′j′ β2

)) , (3.8)

which is the simple multinomial logit choice probability but more flexible in the sense that the

consideration-shifter term d′
i,jγ and unit information cost µi are included.

Note in the choice probability (3.8) that µi captures the observed heterogeneity in the unit-

information-acquisition cost of each household. Larger µi implies the consumer reacts more sensi-

tively to the price and attribute differences. The choice-probability expression inherently contains

the components of individual coefficients, in that the effective utility coefficients are (−µiβ1, µiβ2),

where µi captures the heterogeneity in the unit information cost of each consumer. If, for example,

µi → +∞, which implies consumer i’s unit information cost is zero, the consumer will choose the

alternative that yields the highest ui,j among her/his choice set with probability 1, and the consid-

eration shifters di,j will not play any role in the conditional choice probability. On the other hand,

if µi = 0, the information is infinitely costly, and thus consumers will simply choose using the

11The original model by Matĕjka and McKay (2015); Fosgerau et al. (2019) is much richer in the sense that any Qi (·)
is allowed, from which interesting choice patterns may occur. The parametrization of π̃i proposed here simplifies
and restricts the original RI theory model by Matĕjka and McKay (2015); Fosgerau et al. (2019) in a specific way that is
dictated by the distribution of di,j, and also does not allow for the possibilities of zero unconditional choice probabilities.
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information contained in the consideration shifters di,j.
12

The fact that the parameter µi, which is the inverse of the unit information cost, is multiplied

by ui,j in the conditional probability specification would have an important implication on the

effectiveness of the consideration shifters di,j: the effect of consideration shifters would be stronger

for the individuals with smaller µi. Suppose, for example, individual i has an infinitely large unit

information cost so that µi = 0. In such a case, the actual consumption utility ui,j does not affect

the resulting choice probability at all; thus, di,j is the only factor that affects the resulting choice

probability. Because di,j includes promotional activities, promotions would be more effective for

individuals with smaller µi.

3.3 Welfare Analysis: Social-Surplus Function in Rational Inattention Framework

Section 3.1 shows the RI and RUM frameworks can lead to similar choice-probability expressions

under mild restrictions imposed on the RI framework. The welfare calculations, however, can be

substantially different because the respective choice-probability expressions are based on starkly

different microfoundations. In this subsection, I define the social-surplus functions within the RI

framework, provide the corresponding compensating variation formula, and compare it with the

RUM-based compensating variation formula.13

RI-based Social-Surplus Function Assume the exact value of (πi, ui, µi) is known to a researcher,

whereas consumer i’s subjective prior belief over the consumption utilities Qi (ui) is not. This

situation is typical of what an empirical researcher would face where only (πi, ui, µi) is identified

from choice data. Our goal is to evaluate the expected utility of choice net of information cost under

this situation. A natural choice in the perspective of a researcher during the consumer-welfare

predictions and counterfactuals would be to treat Qi (ui) as if it were a degenerate distribution

with point mass at the realized value of ui, because the exact value of ui is identified from data

and already known to the researcher. Thus, the proposed social-surplus function WRI (ui) for

12Also note that ui,j can contain either the individual effects/coefficients, such that those individual ef-
fects/coefficients are not observable to a researcher but are observable to the consumer and affects the consumer’s
choice. The individual effects/coefficients can be treated as if they were fixed/random effects/coefficients during the
estimation. We do not pursue this direction in the present paper because it either intricates the identification problem of
the random effects/coefficients, or incurs a curse-or-dimensionality problem by having to introduce ≥10,000 indicator
variables to treat them as fixed effects in a nonlinear model.

13The terms social-surplus function and social-welfare function are used exchangeably hereafter.
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individual i with choice alternatives Ji is defined by the following:

WRI (ui) := ∑
j∈Ji

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) ui,j − Information cost

= ∑
j∈Ji

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) ui,j

− µ−1
i

{

∑
j∈Ji

Pri (i Chooses j|ui)
{

ln H−1
j

(

{Pri (i Chooses j|ui)}j∈Ji

)

− ln H−1
j (πi)

}

}

.

(3.9)

The Gibbs’ inequality ensures the information-cost term is always positive regardless of the re-

alized (πi, ui, µi). In practice, when (πi, ui, µi) is estimated from data, a consistent prediction

(π̂i, ûi, µ̂i) can be used in place of (πi, ui, µi).

Two important remarks are in order. First, WRI (ui) is no longer monotonic in the number of

alternatives |Ji|. That is, consumer-welfare can even be strictly smaller when more options are

available from which to choose. This important feature is due to the choice-specific utility ui,j

not containing the idiosyncratic-utility-shock term in (3.9), as opposed to the social-welfare func-

tion E
[

maxj∈Ji

{

ui,j + ǫi,j

}]

defined in the RUM context. Second, WRI (ui) separates the consump-

tion utility
{

ui,j

}

j∈Ji
from the informational choice-probability shifters inside Pri (i Chooses j|ui),

14

thereby allowing for the informational choice-probability shifters such as promotions or previous

purchase history to be contained only in Pri (i Chooses j|ui), not in
{

ui,j

}

j∈Ji
. Including considera-

tion shifters in the utility term ui,j to calculate the social-surplus function will mislead the measure

of consumer-welfare, because they are not subject to consumption.

Compensating Variation Calculation in RI and RUM Compensating variation (CV henceforth),

the hypothetical monetary compensation necessary to make consumers indifferent to changes

in the choice-set composition and/or prices, has been the prominent apparatus for evaluating

changes in consumer-welfare. The concept of CV was first developed in Walrasian demand the-

ory, and later McFadden (1978, 1981); Small and Rosen (1981) adopted the concept within the

context of the discrete-choice RUM framework. Let superscript 0 denote before the changes in

prices and/or choice-set composition, and let superscript 1 denote after the changes, respectively.

CVRI and CVRUM are defined by

CVRI :=
1

β1

{

WRI

(

u1
i

)

− WRI

(

u0
i

)

}

(3.10)

CVRUM :=
1

β1

{

E

[

max
j∈J 1

i

{

u1
i,j + ǫi,j

}

]

− E

[

max
j∈J 0

i

{

u0
i,j + ǫi,j

}

]}

, (3.11)

14Recall (3.6).
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where −β1 is the price coefficient in the alternative-specific utility term. When ǫi,js are distributed

following the i.i.d. double exponential, E max terms of (3.11) reduce to the well-known log-sum

formula. Otherwise, the E max terms are usually calculated using simulation integrals.

4 Application: Introduction of Pods Laundry Detergent

Tide introduced its “Pods” laundry detergents to the market early in 2012. In this section, I quantify

and compare the consumer-welfare changes associated with the introduction of “pods” laundry

detergents in 2012, respectively, using the consumer-welfare formulas from RI and RUM frame-

works.

4.1 Data

The data used are a combination of Nielsen-Kilts Homescan and Retail Measurement Services

(RMS henceforth) data. Homescan data record all the consumer packaged goods (CPG hence-

forth) items purchased in the panel households, using the barcode scanner issued to each house-

hold, along with the identity of the store where purchased if available. RMS data record one third

to one half of the entire U.S. CPG transactions. I matched the shopping trips of the Homescan data

with the RMS weekly sales using the store code and week information to construct the estimation

data, because Homescan does not provide the set of alternatives that the participating households

were facing. Then, I dropped the stores that do not provide the display and feature information

in RMS. The matching and cleaning process resulted in 170,968 choice observations with 17 mil-

lion alternative observations throughout the sample period 2006-2016. Further details about data

matching and the cleaning procedure are relegated to Online Appendix E.

4.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Model Parameters Using Individual-level Choice

Data

In this subsection, I describe the details about the utility specification, likelihood, identification,

and inference for the maximum likelihood estimation of the RI-based empirical model of con-

sumer choice introduced in the previous section, using the individual-level laundry-detergent

choice data.15 Then, I examine the contribution of the consideration shifters in model fit to compare

the performance of the RI-based empirical model of discrete-choice with the RUM-based discrete-

choice model.

Utility Specification and Likelihood Let j (∈ Ji) denote an alternative; pj, the per-package price;

and xj, characteristics of item j, including brand and package-size dummies. Each alternative j

15If only market-level data are available, the model can also be estimated using the market-share inversion á la Berry
(1994).
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denotes an item that is available on the shelf. j′ ( 6= j) can denote the same product with j that has

a different package size. Define the per-ounce utility of consumer i purchasing item j as

ui,j := α − pjβ1 + x′jβ2 for j 6= 0

ui,0 := 0. (4.1)

The intercept term α, which is to be normalized as 1, can be interpreted as the mean relative utility

of consuming any laundry detergent in comparison to the outside option.

For empirical tractability, I specify further structures on the unconditional choice probabilities
{

πi,j

}

j∈Ji
. First, I model that the prior belief distribution Qi (ui) ≡ Q (ui;Ji, Di) is affected only

by the set of alternatives Ji and the dummies Di, which represent the previous purchase history

and promotion status. To that end, I parameterize the unconditional choice probability πi,j ≡

πj (Ji, Di) as proportional to exp
(

d′
i,jγ
)

, that is,

πi,j ∝ exp
(

d′
i,jγ
)

, (4.2)

where d′
i,jγ captures the informational choice-probability shifters. di,j, the vector of previous pur-

chase history and promotions, plays a role as a consideration shifter that does not affect the per-

ounce utility ui,j that consumer i gains from consuming an alternative j. Next, I model consumers’

unit cost of information that depends on the demographics and the consumer’s familiarity with

the specific store in which the consumer was shopping. Specifically,

µi := exp
(

w′
iθ
)

, (4.3)

where wi is the vector of demographics that does not include the constant term.

I use the Shannon entropy for the information-cost function, which yields the simple logit form

of the conditional choice probability. The probability of choosing alternative j becomes

Pri (i Chooses j|ui) =
exp

(

d′
i,jγ + µi

[

α − pjβ1 + x′jβ2

])

1 + ∑j′∈Ji\0 exp
(

d′
i,j′γ + µi

[

α − pj′ β1 + x′j′ β2

]) , (4.4)

which is taken as the conditional likelihood of i choosing j.

Identification The consideration-shifter parameter γ is identified by the variation in the promo-

tional activities and household’s own purchase history, under the assumption that those infor-

mation shifters do not directly affect the consumption utility. The utility parameters (−β1, β2)

are identified from the cross-product variations in the prices and product attributes, as well as the

variations in the choice set Ji in each shopping instance. The information-cost parameter θ is iden-
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tified using the cross-household variations in the demographics and familiarity with the specific

store that the household was shopping in. Because identifying µi and α simultaneously is impos-

sible, I normalize the utility of consuming one pack of detergent as fixed at α = 1, which allows µi

to be identified against α.

Inference One last factor to consider is the panel-projection weight ωi provided by Nielsen, taken

as sampling weights. ωi makes our likelihood expression slightly nonstandard, given by

∏
i,j

Pri (i Chooses j|ui)
ωi1(i Chooses j) .

The asymptotic covariance matrix is also slightly different from the usual maximum likelihood es-

timator. Sampling weights must be considered when calculating the asymptotic covariance matrix.

Let ∇ denote the gradient operator, and let

∇i,j := ∇ [ωi ln Pri (i Chooses j|ui)]

denote the score function for each sample evaluated at the optimum. The asymptotic covariance

matrix formula for the estimator is

V = Ω
−1

∆Ω
−1, (4.5)

where

Ω := −∑
i,j

∇
(

∇′
i,j

)

∆ := ∑
i,j

(

∇′
i,j∇i,j

)

.

I use (4.5) in the following for the inference on model-parameter estimates.

4.3 Estimation Results and Model Fit

Model-Parameter-Estimation Results Table 3 summarizes the model-parameter-estimation re-

sults. The effective magnitude of the utility parameters
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

are
(

−β̂1µi, β̂2µi

)

, which is

specific to each individual i. The implied price elasticity of an alternative j is calculated by the

following formula:

∂Pri (i Chooses j|ui)

∂pj

pj

Pri (i Chooses j|ui)
= −β̂1µi pj (1 − Pri (i Chooses j|ui)) ,
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which uses the approximation of market shares sj as sj ≃ Pri (i Chooses j|ui). The implied Mean

Price Elasticity is −2.232, which is of a reasonable magnitude. All the major brand coefficients

are positive and statistically and economically significant, implying a substantial brand premium

exists in this market.

The γ̂ estimates indicate the consideration shifters have strong effects on consumers’ choice.

In particular, strong inertia effects on the choice of laundry detergents seem to exist, as captured

by the coefficients of Same UPC Purchased Within 1 Year and Same Product (Different UPC) Purchased

Within 1 Year variables.

The unit information cost parameter estimates θ̂ relate to the shopping environment and de-

mographics. Because µi is the inverse of the unit information cost, the positive θ̂ component im-

plies the corresponding variable affects the unit information cost negatively. For example, if the

household has visited the specific store before and is therefore familiar with the store, learning the

locations of shelves will require less time and effort. It is reflected in a positive coefficient estimate

of Visited the Same Store Within 1 Year variable. Estimates imply households with higher income

and a household head with a college degree exhibit a higher unit information cost, whereas the

presence of a non-working spouse, living in an apartment, and not having children exhibit lower

unit information cost. Except that the household head being employed tends to have lower unit

information cost, θ̂ estimates are broadly consistent with the opportunity-cost-of-time story, and

therefore with the search-cost story. Thus, we can see that the information cost parameterized in

our RI framework provides face validity to the results.

In-sample and Out-of-sample Model Fits with Different Specifications on the Information Shifters

It is worth asking how our RI framework performs empirically relative to the RUM framework. To

this end, I compare the in-sample and out-of-sample fits for alternative specifications. Table 4 com-

pares the model-fit measures for alternative specifications on the information shifters. To compare

the out-of-sample predictive model fit, I randomly subsampled the 10,000 holdout choice sam-

ples and estimated the model with the remaining 160,698 choices. Column (1) corresponds to our

preferred specification, the discrete-choice RI model that incorporates the consideration shifters

fully, and column (16) corresponds to the discrete-choice RUM model without any consideration

shifters or parameterizing the dispersion parameter.16 Although not reported here, for brevity, the

estimated model parameters of column (1) are virtually the same as what are reported in Table 3,

and the utility parameter estimates
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

are similar across all the specifications (1)-(16).

Three in-sample fit measures (log-likelihood, AIC, and BIC) and two out-of-sample predic-

tion measures are applied to the holdout sample (Hit Rate and Average Hit Probability) reported

in Table 4. Hit Rate is defined by the proportion out of 10,000 holdout samples that the choice

alternative with the highest predicted choice probability is actually chosen, and Average Hit Prob-

ability is defined by the average predicted choice probability of the chosen alternative. Because,

16Or the unit information cost µ−1
i in the RI context.
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Table 3: Model-Parameter Estimates from Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Mean Price Elasticity −2.232

Utility Parameter
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

Consideration Shifter Parameter γ̂

Per-pack Price
(

−β̂1

)

−0.129∗∗∗ 75oz. ≤ Pack ≤150oz. −0.195∗∗∗ In-store Display 0.552∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.036) (0.017)

Pack ≤75oz. −0.499∗∗∗ 150oz. ≤ Pack ≤225oz. 0.038 Feature Ad 0.752∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.050) (0.014)

All 0.352∗∗∗ Tide 0.562∗∗∗ Same UPC 3.362∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.038) Purchased Within 1 Year (0.012)

Arm&Hammer 0.319∗∗∗ Wisk 0.422∗∗∗ Same Product (Different UPC) 1.831∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.031) Purchased Within 1 Year (0.019)

Gain 0.306∗∗∗ Xtra 0.193∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.020) Unit Information Cost Parameter θ̂

Purex 0.240∗∗∗ Visited the Same Store 0.223∗∗∗

(0.019) Within 1 Year (0.026)

Powder 0.056∗∗∗ High Efficiency 0.094∗∗∗ Income Ratio to FPL −0.054∗∗∗

(0.010) (0.008) (0.006)

Fabric Softener −0.157∗∗∗ Oxi-Clean 0.072∗∗∗ Apartment 0.077∗∗

(0.031) / Baking Soda (0.013) (0.031)

Febreze 0.004 Colorsafe 0.154∗∗∗ Non-working Spouse 0.177∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.016) (0.025)

All Temperature 0.061∗∗∗ Soft 0.067∗∗ Household Size 0.068∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.028) (0.011)

Bleach −0.078∗∗∗ Stain Remover 0.131∗∗∗ Head Employment 0.254∗∗∗

(0.011) / Deep Clean (0.014) (0.032)

Ultra 0.033∗∗∗ Unscented / 0.011 Head College Degree −0.051∗∗

(0.006) Sensitive / Baby (0.007) (0.021)

n×Concentrated 0.044∗∗∗ Low Cl / S / P 0.024∗∗ Married, 0.009

(0.005) (0.010) Living Together (0.025)

Pod / Tablet / Sheet −0.058∗∗∗ No Child 0.296∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.032)

Choice Obs. 170698 Sample Size 17M µ̄ = exp
(

w′
i θ̂
)

1.868

AIC 1171086 BIC 1171478 Log-likelihood −585504
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Note. This table summarizes the model-parameter-estimation results from the maximum likelihood esti-

mation. Mean elasticity and µ̄ = exp
(

w′
i θ̂
)

are calculated after weighting for the panel-projection factor.
Due to the utility specification of the model, µi should be multiplied by the utility parameter coefficients
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

to find the effective magnitudes. Comparing the magnitudes of
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

with the promotion

parameter γ̂ estimates is only sensible after multiplying µi’s by
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

. The data used for the estima-

tion are the matched sample of laundry-detergent purchases in the Nielsen-Kilts consumer panel data and
scanner data for households during 2006-2016. Standard-error estimates are in parentheses. AIC, BIC, and
log-likelihood are calculated after adjusting the panel-projection factor weights sum up to the number of
choice observations.
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on average, each choice instance has 100 choice alternatives, Hit Rate and Average Hit Probability

would be around 0.01 if the specified model is simply choosing alternatives randomly. One can

immediately note that incorporating the consideration shifters in the model improves model fit

substantially by comparing all five model-fit measures across columns (1)-(16). A simple compar-

ison between column (1) (RI-logit with all the consideration shifters) and column (16) (RUM-logit

without any consideration shifters) shows a remarkable difference, in that the Hit Rate improves

more than twice and Average Hit Probability more than four times. Among other consideration

shifters included and compared in the model, own purchase history improves model fit the most.

The results of model-fit comparison presented here reconfirm the importance of incorporating the

consideration shifters in the likelihood.

Table 4: Comparison of Model Fit across Different Specifications on the Information Shifters

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Log-likelihood –551276 –584913 –561266 –595326 –563005 –597734 –671885 –713029

AIC 1102631 1169904 1122608 1190729 1126087 1195545 1343845 1426133

BIC 1103021 1170296 1122987 1191111 1126467 1195927 1344215 1426505

Hit Rate 0.267 0.265 0.269 0.268 0.245 0.246 0.112 0.115

Average Hit Probability 0.102 0.102 0.098 0.098 0.086 0.086 0.024 0.024

Display / Feature O O O O O O O O

Own UPC Purchase History O O O O X X X X

Own Product Purchase History O O X X O O X X

Demographics as Unit Information Cost O X O X O X O X

(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

Log-likelihood –557641 –591384 –567593 –601720 –569729 –604642 –679874 –721131

AIC 1115360 1182846 1135263 1203516 1139534 1209361 1359822 1442337

BIC 1115750 1183238 1135643 1203898 1139914 1209743 1360191 1442709

Hit Rate 0.261 0.261 0.265 0.264 0.245 0.245 0.118 0.118

Average Hit Probability 0.098 0.098 0.094 0.095 0.082 0.082 0.021 0.022

Display / Feature X X X X X X X X

Own UPC Purchase History O O O O X X X X

Own Product Purchase History O O X X O O X X

Demographics as Unit Information Cost O X O X O X O X

Note. AIC, BIC, and log-likelihood are calculated after scaling the panel-projection factor weights so that
they sum up to the number of choice observations. Estimation sample has 160,698 choices with total of
15,992,553 alternatives. Holdout sample has 10,000 choices with total of 991,013 alternatives.

4.4 Counterfactual Welfare Simulation Associated with Tide Pods’ introduction

The goal of this subsection is to calculate the consumers’ benefit from the entry of Tide Pods laun-

dry detergent, using the RI-based welfare formula proposed in section 3.3, and to compare it with
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the welfare calculation from the conventional RUM-based welfare formula. The welfare counter-

factual analysis conducted in this subsection is ceteris paribus except for removing the Tide Pods

laundry detergent from consumers’ choice set from post-Tide-Pods-introduction data. As in usual

practice, I ignore equilibrium price and promotion responses by removing Tide Pods laundry de-

tergent from consumers’ choice set, because the supplier side is not explicitly modeled and many

other laundry detergents are in the market where Tide Pods takes only around 0.5% of the market

share.17

Let ûi,j, µ̂i, π̂i,j, and P̂ri (i Chooses j|ûi) be their consistent predictions obtained by plugging

the estimated parameters
(

−β̂1, β̂2, γ̂, θ̂
)

back into the respective functions (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) in

section 4.2. Because we have assumed the Shannon entropy cost function that yields the simple

logit form of the conditional choice probabilities, the function H (·) is an identity function in this

case, which simplifies (3.9) in section 3.3 as the following:

WRI (ûi) = ∑
j∈Ji

P̂ri (i Chooses j|ûi) ûi,j

− µ̂−1
i

{

∑
j∈Ji

P̂ri (i Chooses j|ûi)
{

ln P̂ri (i Chooses j|ûi)− ln π̂i,j

}

}

. (4.6)

The model corresponding to RUM, which does not include consideration shifters or parameterized

unit-information-cost function, is also separately estimated to find the welfare changes calculated

using the RUM-based formula.18 The rest of the welfare function and compensating variation

calculation follows as explained in section 3.3.

Figure 4.1 depicts the distribution of the compensating variation with respect to Tide Pods’

entry into the market. Each observation corresponds to each shopping instance in the estimation

data. Note that adding Tide Pods laundry detergent to consumers’ choice set does not mono-

tonically increase CVRI , and only around one third of CVRI are positive. By contrast, CVRUM is

constantly positive and tends to be much higher than CVRI .

Average per Shopping Trip row of Table 5 summarizes the average compensating variation per

shopping trip, in which the average is calculated after weighting for the panel projection factors

ωi. CVRI and CVRUM are calculated according to the formulas (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. Note

that average CVRI per shopping trip is slightly negative, whereas CVRUM is positive. Comparing

columns (1) and (2), CVRUM overestimates the compensating variation not just in terms of magni-

tude, but also in signs, compared to CVRI . Annually Projected row of Table 5 presents the results

after projecting the results to the entire U.S. population using the panel-projection factors. CVRI is

–$9.2 million, CVRUM is $69 million, and the total annual Pods detergent sales equal $346 million.

17My dataset contains 357 different laundry-detergent brands, with an average of 100 SKUs on the shelves.
18See Online Appendix D for the model-parameter estimates of RUM model.
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CVRUM amounts to more than one fifth of the total annual Pods detergents sales, which is unreal-

istic because consumers may easily switch to other laundry detergents that are close substitutes.

Taking the product characteristics of Tide Pods as given, while taking the prices as something

suppliers can adjust, the next question related to consumer-welfare is about pricing. To that end, I

examine how necessary price cuts are to making consumers just as well off as before the introduc-

tion of Tide Pods. Table 6 presents the results of counterfactual simulations on Tide Pods pricing.

The table presents the counterfactual CVRI when, ceteris paribus, Tide Pods laundry detergent has

n% price discounts. Approximately 7%-8% price discounts can make the consumers just as well

off as before the introduction of Tide Pods. The results presented in Table 6 suggest the prices of

Tide Pods were higher than the utility values they provided consumers.

Figure 4.1: Compensating Variation Associated with Tide Pods’ entry

Note. The histogram illustrates the simulated compensating variation (CV) associated with the introduction
of Tide Pods to the market. RI CV change is calculated using the formula (3.10), and RUM CV change is
calculated using the formula (3.11). The model parameter used to simulate the change in CV is from Table
3. The data used for CV simulation are the 2012-2016 subsample of the estimation data, which is after the
introduction of Tide Pods in 2012. The frequency is weighted for the panel-projection factor.
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Table 5: Average and Annually Projected Compensating Variation per Shopping Trip Associated
with Tide Pods’ introduction

(1) (2)

CVRI CVRUM

Average per Shopping Trip –$0.021 $0.157

Annually Projected –$9,275,187 $68,993,055

Pods Sales/Yr $346,294,884

Detergent Sales/Yr $6,449,062,852

Note. The Annually Projected row of CVRI and CVRUM columns are calculated using the subsample of
the estimation data during 2012-2016, and then projecting to the entire U.S. population using the panel-
projection factors. Pods Sales/Yr and Detergent Sales/Yr rows are calculated using the total Nielsen RMS
laundry-detergent sales of 2012-2016, multiplied by 2.5, and then annualized.

Table 6: Counterfactual Tide Pods Price Discount and CVRI

Discount 0% 5% 7% 8% 10% 15%

CVRI –$9,275,187 –$3,043,713 –$400,704 $954,861 $3,736,554 $11,126,600

Note. This table presents the hypothetical average annually projected CVRI of Tide Pods’ introduction when
the Tide Pods laundry detergents are uniformly discounted by n%.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes an empirical framework of discrete-choice and consumer-welfare-evaluation

based on RI theory, where the source of stochasticity in consumer choice probability stems from

corresponding information-acquisition costs. Unlike the conventional RUM models assuming con-

sumers’ complete knowledge of their consumption utility on all alternatives in the observed choice

set, the proposed RI model considers consumers’ degree of (in)attention to the consumption utility

and corresponding costs to acquire more information on the product-specific utility. In doing so,

the framework allows consumer-welfare to decrease when an inferior option is added to a choice

set, primarily due to the cost of information acquisition that leads to consumers’ imperfect infor-

mation acquisition.

Based on the conventional knowledge of consumer-welfare from the workhorse RUM mod-

els, managers may be misled to believe that consumers may always benefit from a larger choice

set, which is related to a firm’s product-line decision. However, the application of the proposed

framework in the category of laundry detergent shows that an introduction of a new-product may

harm consumers’ welfare, depending on the consumption utility of the additional product to the

product line and individual consumers’ information-acquisition cost. We find the introduction of

Tide Pods actually reduced consumer-welfare, on average, which is not possible to capture un-

der the conventional RUM framework. After the attributes of a new-product are determined, the
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remaining managerial decision is pricing, which may either mitigate or aggravate the effects on

consumer-welfare. The counterfactual analysis on the pricing of Tide Pods suggests the introduc-

tion of Tide Pods detergents would improve average consumer-welfare only if the manufacturer

were to reduce prices by at least 7%-8%.

The empirical case study of Tide Pods’ introduction demonstrates the RI-based consumer-

welfare-evaluation framework developed in the present paper can be used as a rationale to sug-

gest manufacturers’ and retailers’ decision-making in various layers, which may include but is

not limited to, composition of individual product attributes during a new-product development,

product-line design, product curation of a category, and pricing. The framework can be useful

in contexts where customer satisfaction is a key concern of a marketing manager, so the proper

evaluation of consumer-welfare becomes imperative.
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Appendix

A The Generalized Entropy

The generalized entropy function is proposed by Chiong et al. (2016), and has been investigated

and used extensively in Fosgerau et al. (2019) to generalize Matĕjka and McKay (2015)’s results to

any discrete-choice probability.

Define a vector-valued function H (ui), which is the exponentiated gradient of McFadden’s

social-surplus function WRUM (ui) in the RUM context. Let

WRUM (ui) := E

[

max
j∈Ji

{

ui,j + ǫi,j

}

]

,

where the idiosyncratic utility shock ǫi follows a full-support distribution with density. The vector-

valued function is defined by H (ui) := (H1 (ui) , ..., HJi
(ui))

′ = ∇ (exp WRUM (ui))
′. Note the

Williams-Daly-Zachary theorem yields

Pr (i chooses j|ui) =
Hj (ui)

∑k∈Ji
Hk (ui)

in McFadden’s RUM framework.19

The functional form of the generalized entropy information-cost function is derived from the

exponentiated social-surplus function as follows. Fosgerau et al. (2019) show H : R
Ji → R

Ji
+ is

globally invertible in its domain and homogeneous of degree 1, and thus its inverse H−1 is also

homogeneous of degree 1.

Now let W∗ (y) denote the convex conjugate of WRUM (u), which solves

WRUM (u) = max
y∈Ā

{

y′u − W∗ (y)
}

,

where Ā is the unit simplex in R
Ji . Fosgerau et al. show that

W∗ (y) =







y′ ln H−1 (y) if y ∈ Ā

∞ otherwise.

Define the negative convex conjugate −W∗ (y) as the generalized entropy, which is concave in

its domain. When H is an identity function, the generalized entropy reduces to the well-known

Shannon entropy.

19Some well-known H (ui) functions are listed in Appendix F.
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B Proof of Theorem 3.1

Proof. The proof is by construction. Fix individual i and drop index i for the sake of notational

convenience. Drop alternative 0 without losing generality, and let J = {1, 2, ..., J}. Normalize

uJ = 0 as the utility of the outside option. Let ũ := (u1, u2, ..., uJ−1, 0).20

For each k ∈ J , let πk > 0 be given. Let µ > 0 be given. Define a mapping D : R
J−1 → R

J ,

where the jth element of the mapping is

{D (ũ)}j =
Hj

(

exp
(

ln
(

H−1 (π)
)

+ µũ
))

∑k∈J Hk (exp (ln (H−1 (π)) + µũ))
(B.1)

=: yj.

Because the mapping H : R
J → R

J
+ is a bijection, it is globally invertible,21 and therefore the

mapping D : R
J−1 → R

J defined in (B.1) is globally invertible with the range

A :=

{

y ∈ R
J : 0 < y1, y2, ..., yJ < 1 and

J

∑
k=1

yk = 1

}

.

A is the interior of the unit simplex in R
J , which is a J − 1 dimensional object. Note yJ = 1 −

∑
J−1
k=1 yk because of the normalization constraint, and πJ = 1 − ∑

J−1
k=1 πk by construction because

{πk}k∈J is a set of unconditional choice probabilities.

Take any χ > 0 and define π
χ
k := χπk. Consider the density qD of the Dirichlet distribution

over A with concentration parameters
(

π
χ
1 , π

χ
2 , ..., π

χ
J

)

, given by

qD

(

y1, y2, ..., 1 −
J−1

∑
k=1

yk

)

=
1

B
(

π
χ
1 , π

χ
2 , ..., π

χ
J

)

J

∏
k=1

y
π

χ
k −1

k ,

where

B
(

π
χ
1 , π

χ
2 , ..., π

χ
J

)

:=
∏

J
k=1 Γ

(

π
χ
k

)

Γ
(

∑
J
k=1 π

χ
k

)

and Γ (·) is the Gamma function. Let ỹ := (y1, y2, ..., yJ−1). It is known for Dirichlet distributions

that, for 1, 2, ..., J − 1,
∫

A
yjq

D (ỹ) dỹ =
π

χ
j

∑k∈J π
χ
k

.

20This normalization is innocuous because Hj is homogeneous of degree 1.
21See Proposition 2 of Fosgerau et al. (2019) for the proof of global invertibility of H.
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Therefore,

∫

A
yjq

D (ỹ) dỹ =
πj

∑k∈J πk
= πj (B.2)

∫

A
qD (ỹ) dỹ = 1. (B.3)

Applying the change of variables yj = {D (ũ)}j, respectively, on (B.2) and (B.3) yields

πj =
∫

R J−1
{D (ũ)}j |det (∇D (ũ))| qD (D (ũ)) dũ ∀j ∈ J

1 =
∫

R J−1
|det (∇D (ũ))| qD (D (ũ)) dũ.

22 Define

q (ũ) := |det (∇D (ũ))| qD (D (ũ)) (B.4)

as the density of the distribution Q (·). Because D : R
J−1 → A is globally invertible and qD has

a full support over A, q has a full support over R
J−1, which is a sufficient condition for (ii). This

concludes the proof.

Theorem 3.1 (i) is the necessary condition given in Corollary 2 of Matĕjka and McKay (2015)

as well as in Proposition 6 (i) of Fosgerau et al. (2019), and Theorem 3.1 (ii) is the condition that

requires the constructed Qi (·) is indeed coherent with πi,j > 0 for all j ∈ Ji. I show the existence

by constructing a probability density function qi : R
Ji → (0, 1) corresponding to Qi, of which the

support is R
Ji . Although the class of density functions I construct here is a mixture resulting from

the Dirichlet distribution, other possibilities may exist. The necessary conditions for qD over A

are (B.3) holds and E
[

yj

]

= πj ∀j ∈ J . The restrictions the latter condition impose are only on

the first moments. Hence, other possibilities could construct such probability density qD, and, by

using (B.4), any density qD that satisfies these two conditions can be converted to the density q (ũ)

that we are looking for. qD does not have to be a Dirichlet density. Finding the sufficient condition

for qD exceeds the scope of this research.

22This is a slight abuse of notation as we are fixing uJ = 0.
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Appendix for Online Publication

C Log-Likelihood and Its Derivatives for the Model-Parameter Estima-

tion

The maximum likelihood estimation problem that I consider is

max
(γ,β,θ)

ln

(

∏
i,j

Pr (i Chooses j)ωi1(i Chooses j)

)

,

for which I supply the exact derivatives of the nonlinear optimizer.

The log-likelihood of the first block is

1 (i Chooses j)ωi ln Pr (i Chooses j) ,

where

Pr (i Chooses j) =
exp

(

d′
i,jγ + µi

[

α + pjβ1 + x′jβ2

])

1 + ∑j′∈Ji\0 exp
(

d′
i,j′γ + µi

[

α + pj′ β1 + x′j′ β2

]) .

The corresponding gradients are

∂ ln Pr (i Chooses j)

∂γ(p)
= d

(p)
i,j −

∑j′∈Ji\0 d
(p)
i,j′ exp

(

d′
i,j′γ + µiui,j′

)

1 + ∑j′∈Ji\0 exp
(

d′
i,j′γ + µiui,j′

)

∂ ln Pr (i Chooses j)

∂β(p)
= x

(p)
i,j µi −

∑j′∈Ji\0 x
(p)
i,j′ µi exp

(

d′
i,j′γ + µiui,j′

)

1 + ∑j′∈Ji\0 exp
(

d′
i,j′γ + µiui,j′

)

∂ ln Pr (i Chooses j)

∂θ(p)
= w

(p)
i µiui,j −

∑j′∈Ji\0 w
(p)
i µiui,j′ exp

(

d′
i,j′γ + µiui,j′

)

1 + ∑j′∈Ji\0 exp
(

d′
i,j′γ + µiui,j′

) .

D Estimation Results for the RUM Specification

Table 7 presents the estimation results from the RUM specification, without including any con-

sideration shifters nor parametrizing the information-cost function. As usual in estimating any

discrete-choice RUM models, the dispersion parameter is normalized as 1. The utility parameter

estimates and the implied price elasticities are similar to the preferred specification presented in

Table 3.23

23Because the dispersion parameter is normalized to 1 in the specification of Table 7, the average value of µ̂i has to be

multiplied by the utility parameter estimates
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

presented in Table 3 to directly compare the magnitude of the
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Table 7: Model Parameter Estimates from Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Mean Price Elasticity −2.679

Utility Parameter
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

Per-pack Price
(

−β̂1

)

−0.291∗∗∗ 75oz. ≤ Pack ≤150oz. −1.065∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.050)

Pack ≤75oz. −1.718∗∗∗ 150oz. ≤ Pack ≤225oz. −0.627∗∗∗

(0.052) (0.052)

All 0.918∗∗∗ Tide 1.445∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.018)

Arm&Hammer 0.769∗∗∗ Wisk 1.074∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.025)

Gain 0.704∗∗∗ Xtra 0.406∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.023)

Purex 0.638∗∗∗

(0.016)

Powder −0.204∗∗∗ High Efficiency 0.137∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.010)

Fabric Softener −0.268∗∗∗ Oxi-Clean 0.106∗∗∗

(0.053) / Baking Soda (0.021)

Febreze −0.108∗∗∗ Colorsafe 0.357∗∗∗

(0.022) (0.021)

All Temperature 0.057∗∗ Soft −0.045

(0.029) (0.051)

Bleach −0.179∗∗∗ Stain Remover 0.245∗∗∗

(0.018) / Deep Clean (0.019)

Ultra 0.104∗∗∗ Unscented / −0.022∗

(0.010) Sensitive / Baby (0.012)

n×Concentrated 0.093∗∗∗ Low Cl / S / P 0.035∗∗

(0.006) (0.017)

Pod / Tablet / Sheet −0.369∗∗∗

(0.026)

Choice Obs. 170698 Sample Size 17M

AIC 1442265 BIC 1442276
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Note. This table summarizes the model-parameter-estimation results from the maximum likelihood estima-

tion. Comparing the magnitudes of
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

with the promotion parameter γ̂ estimates is only sensible

after multiplying µi’s by
(

−β̂1, β̂2

)

. The data used for the estimation are the matched sample of laundry-

detergent purchases in the Nielsen-Kilts consumer panel data and scanner data for households during 2006-
2016. Standard-error estimates are in the parentheses. AIC and BIC are calculated after adjusting the panel-
projection factor weights sum up to the number of choice observations.
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E Data Appendix

The Nielsen-Kilts Homescan and RMS datasets are well known in the marketing and economics

academic community, and the subscriptions are publicly available to academic researchers for a

fee. I therefore relegate most of the details on the data to the data manuals provided by Nielsen-

Kilts, and describe only some necessary details on the data-cleaning and processing procedure I

have taken.

E.1 Matching Household Shopping-Trip Data with Scanner Data by Store Code

The choice set that the panel household faces is not recorded in the Homescan panel data. The only

data source that I can obtain as the proxy for the choice set is the sales information of the scanner

data. Therefore, I match shopping-trip data with the sales information of the scanner data, using

the store-code and week variables. Because the store-code variable is missing for some shopping

trips, I summarize how many shopping trips have store-code variables available in Table 8. I drop

the samples with missing store codes.

Table 8: Fraction of Trips for Which Store Code Is Available

Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Matched Fraction 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.77

No. of Trips 178K 289K 275K 263K 248K 253K 233K 227K 219K 217K 233K

Note. This table presents the fraction of shopping trips for which the store code is available. Years 2004 and
2005 are omitted because the scanner data are available only for 2006-2016. The Matched Fraction row is the
fraction of shopping trips for which the store code is available among the number of trips. The No. of Trips
row is the number of shopping trips in which any laundry detergent is bought in the corresponding year,
weighted by the household projection factor.

E.2 Product Attributes

Many product-attribute abbreviations in the raw data are not standard, and thus I manually coded

the labels of 10,911 UPCs to identify unique products. I often searched and matched the UPCs

with external databases to decode abbreviations.24 I classify the functional product characteris-

tics of laundry detergents as in Table 9. Each criterion listed in Table 9 has the same label in the

same brand, but it might have different labeling across brands. Therefore, I manually classify the

functional product characteristics of laundry detergents to make the labeling consistent.25 In ad-

utility parameter estimates presented in Table 7.
24Further details on the UPC handling and the external UPC databases used to identify the product characteristics

can be found in Online Appendix E.3.
25For example, some brands refer to the oxygen-cleaning formula as “oxi-clean,” whereas other brands refer to it as

“active oxygen” or “oxifoam.” The different names refer to essentially the same functional characteristic. Therefore, I
classify “oxi-clean,” “active oxygen,” and “oxyfoam” as “oxi-clean.” Similar classification occurs for most other product
characteristics displayed in Table 9.
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dition to differences in their formulas, laundry detergents have different scents. I separately code

and classify the scents because consumers are likely to recognize the same laundry detergent for-

mula with different scents as different products. My data contain 262 scents across all brands. The

product-attributes classification is sufficient to capture most product descriptions in the raw data.

Table 9: Summary of Observed Product Characteristics

Characteristics Obs. Characteristics Obs. Characteristics Obs.

liquid 7849 high efficiency 2953 baking soda 46

powder 3066 oxi-clean 191 plant based 33

fabric softener 585 colorsafe 505 low sudsing 72

Febreze 206 soft 691 low Chlorine 4

all temperature 401 unscented 1153 low Sulfate 431

bleach 1695 sensitive skin 64 low Phosphorous 780

stain remover 159 baby 181 tablets 163

deep clean 128 pre-treater 2 sheet 31

ultra 4007 wrinkle reducer 4 refill 91

n×concentrated 8963 enzyme 137

Note. Observations are the counts of UPCs of the corresponding characteristics. 10,911 different UPCs are
observed in the data.

E.3 Barcodes and External Barcode Databases

In this subsection, I describe how I processed the barcodes and matched them with the external

databases. Nielsen uses 13-digit EAN-13 (International Article Number, previously referred to as

European Article Number), which is a superset of UPC-A.26 EAN-13 beginning with 0 coincides

with UPC-A. For convenience, I refer to both EAN-13 and UPC-A as UPC unless otherwise noted.

Nielsen did not record the check digits that are required to search the external UPC database.

Check digits are calculated as below. Let xk be the kth digit of EAN-13. Then, x13, the check digit,

is defined to satisfy the following equation:

(x1 + x3 + ... + x11) + 3 (x2 + x4 + ... + x12) + x13 = z × 10,

for some nonnegative integer z.

The original product description of the Nielsen-Kilts data is highly abbreviated, and often no

clue is available to help figure out which abbreviation means what sort of product characteristic.

Therefore, I searched external UPC databases for the majority of the products to match with the

product characteristics. I searched different UPC databases to identify the product characteristics,

because a complete and comprehensive UPC database does not exist. Table 10 lists the databases

that I use for search.

26Because neither database records check digits, the last 10 digits of the UPC and Nielsen EAN should coincide,
provided they are from the same barcodes.
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Table 10: UPC/EAN Databases
Database Web Address

Amazon www.amazon.com

Ebay www.ebay.com

EANdata www.eandata.com

UPC database www.upcdatabase.org

UPC index www.upcindex.com

F Some Well-Known GEV Class Social-Surplus Functions and Their

Exponentiated Derivatives

Define H (u) := exp (WRUM (u)) by the potential function of H (u), i.e., Hj (u) = {∇H (u)}j =

{∇ exp (WRUM (u))}j, where W (·) is McFadden’s social-surplus function.

F.1 Logit and Nested Logit

The H function for simple logit is

H (u) = ∑
k∈J

exp (uk)

Hj (u) = exp
(

uj

)

.

The H function for one-level nested logit is

H (u) = ∑
K

(

∑
k∈BK

(exp (uk))
1

λK

)λK

Hj (u) =

(

∑
k∈BI

(exp (uk))
1

λJ

)λJ−1
(

exp
(

uj

))

1
λJ
−1

,

where λK may differ by K. The potential function for the two-level nested-logit generating function

is similarly defined as

H (u) = ∑
K





 ∑
K∈K





(

∑
k∈BK

(exp (uk))
1

λK

)λK




1
λK







λK

.

In these nested-logit models, the set of bins at each nesting level partitions J . These models are

developed by McFadden (1978); Brenkers and Verboven (2006).
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F.2 Product-Differentiation Logit

The product-differentiation logit model generating function developed by Bresnahan et al. (1997)

is

H (u) = ∑
g

ag





∑
K∈g



 ∑
k∈Bg

(exp (uk))
1

λg





λg





+ (exp (u0))

Hj (u) = ag



 ∑
k∈Bg

(exp (uk))
1

λJ





λJ−1

(

exp
(

uj

))

1
λJ
−1

for i 6= 0,

where for each g, ag ∈ (0, 1] such that ∑g ag = 1, and λg ∈ (0, 1).

F.3 Paired Combinatorial Logit

The paired combinatorial logit-generating function by Chu (1989); Koppelman and Wen (2000) is

H (r) =
J−1

∑
k=1

J

∑
l=k+1

(

(exp (uk))
1

λkl + (exp (ul))
1

λkl

)λkl

Hj (r) = ∑
k 6=j

(

exp
(

uj

))

1
λkj

−1
(

(

exp
(

uj

))

1
λjk + (exp (uk))

1
λjk

)λjk−1

,

where λjk ∈ (0, 1] for all distinct k, l ∈ J .

F.4 Flexible-Coefficient Multinomial Logit

The flexible-coefficient multinomial logit-generating function by Davis and Schiraldi (2014) is

H (r) = ∑
k∈J

∑
k 6=j

ajk





(

exp
(

uj

)) 1
λ + (exp (uk))

1
λ

2





τλ

+ ∑
k∈J

akk,J

(

exp
(

uj

))τ

Hj (r) = τ ∑
k 6=j

bjk





(

exp
(

uj

)) 1
σ + (exp (uk))

1
σ

2





τσ−1

exp
(

uj

) 1
σ−1

+ τbjj

(

exp
(

uj

))τ−1
,

where ajk ≥ 0, τ > 0, λ > 0, τλ ≤ 1, and for each j, a good l ∈ J exists such that bjl > 0.
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